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Compulocks Galaxy Tab A 10.1" (2019) Space Enclosure Wall
Mount Black

Brand : Compulocks Product code: 1910GASB

Product name : Galaxy Tab A 10.1" (2019) Space
Enclosure Wall Mount Black

- Rotates Between Orientation Modes
- Tilt, Pan, and Swing Articulating Arm
- Quick Slide On / Off Display Mount
- Arm Extends Out Up To 23.2" (59cm)
- Wire and Cable Management
Space Galaxy Tab A 10.1-inch (2019) Security Display Enclosure - Black

Compulocks Galaxy Tab A 10.1" (2019) Space Enclosure Wall Mount Black:

The Space Galaxy Tab A Enclosure features rounded edges and open corners for improved ventilation
and allows for limited access to buttons and inputs. As with all our Galaxy Tab A and tablet lock devices,
the tablet can be continuously charged while in the enclosure and have peripheral cables plugged in
while mounted.

Our Reach Articulating Arm stand can be securely clamped on a desk or counter-top or to a wall (with
additional bracket) for use as ergonomic desk companion. Allow your work space to “Reach new heights”
with the Reach Galaxy Articulating desk mount. Tilt, swivel, extend and retract your Galaxy with a
smooth gliding motion that can be easily adjusted to your liking.

Features

Maximum screen size * 25.6 cm (10.1")
Product colour Black
Material Aluminium

Compatibility * Galaxy Tab A 10.1" 2019 SM-T515,
SM-T510

Lock type Key

Weight & dimensions

Width 301 mm
Depth 142.5 mm
Height 21.8 mm
Weight 1.09 kg

Logistics data

Harmonized System (HS) code 84733080
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